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7. LEARNING UNIT 7: SELECTING OPTIMAL BUSINESS LEVEL 
STRATEGIES 

 
Is there any strategy in your strategic plan? 
After 40 years of experience, Howard Rohm, President and CEO of the Balanced 

Scorecard Institute and Founder of the Strategy Management Group, Inc, in the 

United States is still surprised by how little real strategy there is in most strategic 

plans.  

 

Here's the typical scenario: David is Director of Policy and Strategy at a large 

international organisation. He is considered one of the best and brightest in the 

organisation. David recently completed a strategic plan that lays out the 

organisation's vision ("picture of the future") for the next seven years. Unfortunately, 

the strategic plan is virtually devoid of strategy. The plan jumps from vision and 

mission directly to products, services and programmes, with little explanation as to 

what strategic assumptions were used and why the specific products, services and 

programmes were selected. Other choices that could have been made are not 

discussed. While the plan does list strategic goals, the descriptions of chosen items 

are little more than justification for current choices. The plan reads like the goals 

were chosen after products, services and programmes had been decided on. 

 

Here's the typical annual strategic planning process: David organises, with senior 

leaders' blessings, an executive retreat for 20 leaders and managers to create the 

annual strategic plan. The workshop meetings go something like this: First, a vision 

is written (or, more likely, "the one we have is good enough", or "we really don't need 

one of those, do we?"). Second, a mission statement is prepared (or, you guessed it, 

"the one we have is good enough"). Third, a few core values are picked from a list of 

many possible values. Fourth, somewhere between six and twelve strategic goals 

are identified. Fifth, programmes, products, services and projects currently supported 

are dropped into one of the goal "buckets" to show how each goal will be achieved. 

What happens if at the end of the process there are a few "unbucketed" activities 
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that don't have a goal bucket? Simple, new strategic goals are developed to ensure 

that all the activities have a home.  

 

Sound familiar? If your organisation is like many, the scenario just described is pretty 

close to the process you use. It's called the strategic planning process, but it's really 

more of an annual justify what I'm currently doing process.  

 

Source: Rohm (2008) 

 
After reading the above excerpt, think about the following questions: 

(1) Do you share the views on the "typical" approach to strategic planning 

described above? 

(2) Why do you think an organisation as described above would remain in 

business? Or maybe not? 

(3) Given the general pace of environmental change today, how optimistic is it to 

have a vision for the next seven years as in the case above? 

(4) What are your views on the leadership of such an organisation regarding the 

approval of the process as well as the outcomes of the strategic planning, as 

described above?  

 

Write down what you think about the above questions at this stage, and review your 

answers after you have completed this learning unit. What are your perceptions 

now? Give reasons for your answer. 

 

7.1  Learning outcomes 
On completion of this learning unit, you should be able to examine, analyse and 

evaluate the various generic competitive business level strategies available to 

organisations and explain their appropriateness in specific situations. More 

specifically, you should be able to 

 

• explain the importance of choosing appropriate competitive business level 

strategies  
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• assess the strategic importance of levels of strategy in an organisation  

• distinguish between the different types of competitive business level strategies 

• critically assess the bases on which business level strategies are chosen 

• compare the advantages and disadvantages of each type of business level 

strategy 

• identify situations in which business level strategies need to be combined  

• explain how business level strategies are evaluated 

• analyse the business level strategies of an existing organisation 

• evaluate the role and importance of internal growth strategies 

• identify and justify alternative strategic options that organisations could pursue 

in addition to their chosen business level strategies  

 

7.2  Key concepts 
 

The key concepts in this learning unit are as follows: 

strategy 

levels of strategy 

strategy formulation (also referred to as strategic planning) 

strategic management 

competitive advantage 

generic competitive business level strategies (also referred to as competitive business 

level strategies or business level strategies) 

cost leadership strategy 

differentiation strategy 

best-cost provider strategy 

focus cost leadership strategy 

focus differentiation strategy 

merits of business level strategies 

internal growth strategies 

alternative strategic options 

7.3  Introduction 
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This learning unit is largely based on chapter 9 in the prescribed book. You should 

study the chapter orientation and sections 9.1 and 9.3 as background to our 

discussion of business level strategies in this learning unit. After studying these 

sections in the prescribed book and sections 7.2 and 7.3 in this learning unit, you 

should understand the various levels of strategy in organisations and the importance 

of long-term objectives as a guideline for strategy selection. Identifying and 

discussing the merits of the various competitive business level strategies and their 

evaluation are addressed in sections 7.4 and 7.5 in this learning unit. We conclude 

our discussions by briefly looking at alternative strategic options that organisations 

can consider in addition to their chosen business level strategies in order to gain a 

competitive edge in the markets they serve. These alternative strategic options 

include strategic alliances, joint ventures, outsourcing and turnaround strategies, as 

discussed in section 7.6.  

 

We now explore the various business level strategy options available to 

organisations to achieve their long-term objectives. You will recall that strategy is all 

about winning in dynamic and increasingly competitive business environments, 

which confirms the importance of selecting appropriate competitive strategies − the 

topic of this learning unit. We commence our discussions by briefly looking at the 

levels of strategy in organisations. 

7.4  Levels of strategy 
 

 
Managerial levels and the corresponding levels of strategy generally found in 

organisations were briefly introduced in learning unit 1 (sec 1.6) for both corporate 

(or multibusiness) organisations and single business organisations. The levels and 

strategies are as follows: 

 

• corporate level strategies 
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• business level strategies 

• functional level or tactical strategies 

• operational level strategies 

 

Operational level strategies are often omitted when the levels of strategy are 

considered. 

 

The four levels of strategy in corporate organisations and the three levels of strategy 

in single business organisations need to be totally aligned in both these types of 

organisations for any degree of success. One of the primary reasons for reviewing 

the levels of strategy here is the importance of the relationship between levels of 

strategy and decision making at these levels, as discussed in learning unit 1 (sec 

1.5). There, strategic decisions were typically seen to be long term, requiring 

significant resource commitments and involving high levels of risk. It should thus be 

clear why the correct strategic decisions at the corporate and business levels need 

to be made by formulating appropriate long-term objectives and choosing the correct 

business level strategies. Although this was discussed in learning unit 2, we again 

briefly review the importance of long-term objectives in formulating and deciding on 

appropriate business level strategies. 

7.5  Long-term objectives and strategic choice 
 

 
The role of long-term objectives in the choice of strategy as discussed in section 9.1 

in the prescribed book is now reviewed. However, in studying this section, note the 

following as background to the remainder of our discussions in this learning unit: 

 

• The primary objective of strategy is to achieve a sustainable competitive 

advantage that results in above-average profitability and wealth creation for all 

relevant stakeholders, based on an optimal fit between organisational 

competencies and opportunities in the external environment. 
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• Well-conceived strategic direction for an organisation in terms of a vision, 

mission, strategic intent and long-term objectives as a basis for viable 

strategies should greatly enhance the future success of an organisation.  

• To achieve long-term objectives, managers and key employees need to make 

optimal strategic decisions, particularly at corporate, business and tactical or 

functional levels.  

 

Although our focus in this learning unit is on business level strategies, we should be 

able to distinguish between corporate organisational structures and those of single 

business organisations, especially regarding levels of strategy and decision-making. 

See figure 9.1 in the prescribed book for an illustration of a multibusiness 

organisation and the relationship between the corporate head office and its 

subsidiaries or strategic business units. 

 

Our discussion here is about the role and importance of well-formulated long-term 

objectives as a basis for the choice of competitive business level strategies. Long-

term objectives were introduced in learning unit 2 as part of direction setting (sec 

2.3.2.2) and highlighted in section 9.1 in the prescribed book. In section 2.3.2.2, we 

saw that long-term objectives should distinguish between financial and strategic 

objectives. Long-term objectives serve to inform and provide direction to all 

organisational members about the specific outcomes to be achieved.  

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Activity 7.1  
Can objectives really be used to manage organisations strategically? 
Much of the early work in economics assumed that firms would have to follow profit-

maximising objectives. Dissident economists, notably Cyert and March, saw firms as 

satisficing collections of coalitions which are motivated by their own objectives. As 

these authors observed – "The goals that actually underlie the decisions made in an 

organisation do not coincide with the owners or the top managers but have been 

modified by managers and at all echelons within the organisation." 
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The early pioneers of management theory pointed to the inadequacy of a single 

profit objective. Peter Drucker identified eight core business areas for which 

objectives should be set. These included market standing, innovation, productivity, 

physical and financial resources, profitability, manager performance and 

development, worker performance and attitude, and public responsibility. The 

problem is that this is a loosely related, or even unrelated, group of lead and lag 

objectives. At least with financial objectives, a manager can be certain the objective 

means something. Also, if the objectives are wrong it might be better to have no 

objectives at all (although the very act of managing objectives can make managers 

aware that they ought to be doing something else). 

 

The answer for Ansoff was to distinguish clearly between financial and strategic 

objectives. While financial objectives are well-known measures such as profitability 

and return on investment, strategic objectives include those that enable the 

measurement of successful, longer-term performance such as sustainable growth in 

market share, the rate at which new products are introduced into existing and new 

markets, and innovation success. More recently, corporate citizenship, corporate 

social responsibility and stakeholder awareness have gained prominence as a result 

of the increasing importance of and demands related to sustainability. 

 

Questions 
(1) Which of the eight core business areas identified by Drucker for which 

objectives should be set are internal and which are external to the 

organisation? Would you regard those that are external to be areas for which 

strategic objectives should be set? Are there other core areas that need to be 

considered? 

(2) Do you agree that a distinction should be made between financial and strategic 

objectives? (What were our views on this issue in learning unit 2?) 

 

Source: Adapted from Witcher and Chau (2010:65) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Feedback 
In attempting to answer the questions in activity 7.1, you would probably have 

reviewed chapters 1, 2 and 4 for background information. You may have realised by 

now that strategic management invariably requires the integration of all aspects of 

the process, and issues can rarely be approached or problems solved by considering 

issues and problems in isolation. A brief summary of the feedback on the above 

questions now follows. 

 

The following guidelines are provided in response to the questions in activity 7.1: 

(1) Of the core business areas identified by Drucker, only market standing could 

be regarded as an external factor, while public responsibility could be 

regarded as having internal as well as external implications from a strategy 

perspective, depending on the specific situation. For market standing, the 

need for strategic marketing objectives that support the long-term strategic 

objectives of the organisation would be relevant in this case. 

(2) Researchers and academics in the field of strategic management generally 

agree that there should be two distinct sets of long-term objectives: those 

relating to financial performance and those relating to strategic performance. 

Financial objectives communicate management's targets for financial 

performance, while strategic objectives are related to an organisation's market 

standing, as, inter alia, reflected by market share and rate of market growth 

(Thompson, Peteraf, Gamble & Strickland 2012:77-78). In closing, you are 

encouraged to think about your own responses to the questions in addition to 

those provided here. 

 
Although there is no hard-and-fast rule, when organisations expect that changes in 

the external environment could adversely affect the achievement of objectives, they 

generally do not adjust their long-term objectives immediately, but are more inclined 

to investigate alternative strategic options to achieve the original objectives before 

lowering them.  

 

As discussed in the prescribed book, the complexity of strategy lies in aligning an 

organisation's strategy with the realities inherent in the changing and dynamic 

competitive environment in which it operates. We now discuss the various 
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competitive business level strategies and their suitability in specific business and 

competitive situations. 

7.6 Business level strategies 
 

 
Study section 9.3 in the prescribed book.  

 

The discussion in this section of learning unit 7 also draws on the work of Louw and 

Venter (2010:296-305). As previously stated, competitive business level strategies 

involve an organisation's unique plans to compete successfully in dynamic, complex 

and rapidly changing external, industry and market environments. These strategies 

are the result of an organisation's deliberate decisions and choice of strategy on how 

best to meet customer's needs, and are explored in this section. 

 

7.6.1 Introduction 
By now you should be familiar with strategic management as introduced in learning 

unit 1, and the discussion of the process and practice perspectives of strategy, 

strategising and the role of strategists in learning unit 2. It is against this background 

that we now specifically explain the five generic competitive business level strategies 

and their merits. 

 

Since no two business organisations are alike, it is highly unlikely that organisations 

would have exactly the same strategies − which leads to many variations in the way 

organisations approach business level strategies, while these are still based on the 

principles that we are now familiar with. The most important of these differences are 

whether 

 

• the organisation's target market is broad or narrow 

• the organisation is pursuing a competitive strategy linked to low cost or to 

product differentiation 

• the organisation uses a combination of low-cost and differentiation strategies 
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The various competitive business level strategy options that an organisation can 

pursue are illustrated in figure 9.4 in the prescribed book, where the various options 

reflect combinations of cost/price (vertical axis) and perceived quality/value 

(horizontal axis). Bear in mind that management need to understand the 

characteristics as well as the advantages and disadvantages of these strategies in 

order to adopt strategies that will suit their own unique circumstances. These 

strategy options are now considered in more detail. 

 

7.6.2  Cost leadership strategy 
Organisations need to know when a cost leadership strategy would be most 

appropriate in their specific situations. The aim of this strategy is to underprice 

competitors by building and sustaining their competitive advantage through the 

reduction of costs, or keeping lower than those of their competitors, while providing 

products and services that customers want, at the same or a higher quality than their 

competitors.  

 

In fact, cost leadership strategies are most suitable in situations characterised by 

large markets that allow high production volumes of standardised products for 

customers that are price-sensitive and have low switching costs. Low cost and price 

as a competitive advantage can thus be achieved in a variety of ways such as 

 

• selling cost-effective products and services that satisfy customer needs, 

resulting in higher market share than that of rivals 

• enhancing profit margins through economies of scale, lower unit costs and 

organisational efficiencies  

• basing cost effectiveness on the organisation's core competencies 

 

The advantages of cost leadership strategies include the following: 

• an increasing in competitiveness and market share through sustainable cost 

advantages  

• protection for the organisation against competition as a result of its durable cost 

advantage 
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• protection against powerful suppliers because of large-scale purchases and the 

resultant potential of discounts 

• protection against the power of buyers because of the low-cost advantage and 

competitive pricing possibilities 

• durable cost advantages serving as barriers to imitation, barriers to the threat of 

substitute products and barriers to the threat of new entrants to the market, 

which should be evident from analysis of the organisation's competitors 

 

The potential disadvantages of cost leadership strategies include the following: 

• not keeping up with changes in the external environment, for example, where 

core competencies relate to and are sensitive to changes in technology which 

are not recognised (e.g. the fuel-efficient aircraft of Mango Airlines that have 

put other low-cost airlines that have not adapted at a competitive disadvantage) 

• not being aware of changing consumer needs and preferences with regard to 

products and services in the low-cost market sector that could seriously affect 

competitive market position 

• not being aware of industry dynamics, changing industry competitive forces, 

and the actions of competitors as far as imitating, or even worse, improving on 

an organisation's low-cost core competencies, is concerned − the so-called 

"curse of complacency".  

 

7.6.3  Differentiation strategy  
The aim of a differentiation strategy is to produce products and services that are 

unique in the industry for customers that are not price sensitive and are willing to pay 

a premium price for products and services with unique, differentiated features that 

they desire. The uniqueness can be achieved in the following ways, inter alia: 

 

• based on dimensions widely valued by customers in an effort to achieve higher 

market share than one’s rivals, demonstrating how product or service functions 

and features better meet customer needs compared to those of competitors 

 

• basing differentiation on the organisation's own core competencies that could 

lead to a sustainable competitive advantage 
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The success of these approaches largely depends on a number of prerequisites 

namely 

• clear identification of customers and their needs 

• understanding what customers value and what they are willing to pay 

• clear identification of competitors 

• understanding the globalisation of markets 

• having effective barriers to imitation 

 

The advantages of differentiation strategies include the following: 

• They could safeguard an organisation against competition as a result of brand 

loyalty. 

• They could enhance profit margins by slightly higher pricing than their 

competitors. 

• Powerful suppliers are rarely a problem. 

• Differentiators are unlikely to experience problems with powerful buyers. 

• Threats of substitute products really depend on competitors' products to meet 

or exceed customer needs before customers would be willing to switch 

products. 

• Effective differentiation and brand loyalty could act as barriers to entry. 

 

The disadvantages of differentiation strategies basically relate to the organisation's 

inability to maintain uniqueness from a customer perspective − not fully responding 

to the durability challenge of competitive advantage. Another danger stems from the 

design or physical features of a product, which are much easier to imitate than 

uniqueness, which stems from intangible sources like innovation, quality of service, 

reliability, brand and prestige.  

 

7.6.4  Focus low-cost leadership and differentiation strategies  
An organisation may often find itself in a situation where neither a low-cost strategy 

nor a true differentiation strategy is feasible across a broad range of the market. One 

option is to identify and serve a niche or focus market competitively, as illustrated by 

the examples provided in this section in the textbook. 
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A focus strategy − cost leadership or differentiation − becomes attractive when one 

or more of the following conditions exist: 

 

• the existence of a relatively small target or niche market  

• successfully avoiding industry leaders as a result of the relatively small market  

• the existence of effective barriers to the entry of multisegment competitors  

• the possible existence of a multiplicity of niches 

• few rivals and acceptable profit potential, notwithstanding the small market 

• the organisation's ability to resist challengers 

 

The advantages of focus strategies include the following: 

• protection from competitive rivals owing to the uniqueness of product(s) or 

service(s) 

• power over buyers because of significant uniqueness and exclusivity 

• passing supplier price increases on to customers 

• customer loyalty as a protection against substitute products as well as new 

entrants 

 

The disadvantages of focus strategies include the following: 

• high production costs, basically because of the inability to realise economies of 

scale 

• not being aware of changing technology and consumer preferences 

• not being able to effectively ward off an attack by rival differentiators 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Activity 7.2 
 
Hotel Formula 1 launches new concept 
Accor Hospitality's Hotel Formula 1 has the latest in award-winning design and 

technology features for small spaces and structures. Hotel Formula 1 has set a new 

benchmark for low cost hotel accommodation in Africa with the launch of its "cocoon" 
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bedroom design with all the technological requirements of the modern business and 

leisure traveller, plus clever design features that ensure that guests' needs are met in 

a new and enhanced way, including new, refurbished rooms for the disabled. The 

group's vision is to be the best of the low-cost hotels and to demonstrate both 

excellence in leadership and high quality in service. 

 

Ever since the opening of the first Hotel Formula 1 in 1992, the group has striven to 

provide innovative yet affordable travel solutions for South Africans, and has 

radically transformed the South African hotel industry by offering comfortable and 

affordable accommodation for one, two or three people. By 2010, there were 28 

Formula 1 hotels throughout South Africa. As an industry leader, the group was 

continuously looking for ways to provide customers with the best value for money. In 

adopting the cocoon concept for the rooms, it was important to utilise the space in 

the best possible way, providing features that customers want, including flat-screen 

TVs, and cosy yet spacious rooms, with a strong focus on sustainability. The latest in 

connectivity technology is featured for guests to plug in their various devices plus the 

hotel is WiFi enabled. 

 

As a prime provider of low-cost overnight accommodation, Hotel Formula 1 (1) 

selects relatively inexpensive sites on which to construct its units (usually near high-

traffic locations, but far enough away to avoid paying prime site prices); (2) builds 

well-designed basic yet comfortable facilities (no restaurant or bar and only rarely a 

swimming pool); (3) relies on unique but cost-effective designs and incorporates eco-

friendly materials and low-cost construction techniques; and (4) provides simple yet 

attractive room furnishings. All of this helps to lower both investment and operating 

costs. A minimum of personnel are required and maintenance costs are kept 

competitively low in order to provide excellent service at affordable prices. 

 
Questions 

(1) Identify the competitive business level strategy that Accor Hospitality South 

Africa is pursuing with Hotel Formula 1 in South Africa.  

(2) To what extent is the strategy that you identified in the previous question in 

line with the requirements for that specific strategy to be viable? 
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(3) Do you believe that the identified strategy can be easily copied by 

competitors? Why, or why not? 

 

Source: Adapted from Louw and Venter (2010:303-304); Hough, Thompson, 

Strickland and Gamble (2008:162) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Feedback 
In considering possible answers to the above questions you may have come to 

realise that, while soundly based on theory, strategy is not an exact science with 

clear-cut answers to most strategic issues. The challenge for strategic leaders and 

management is to be in a position to choose the best possible alternative in a given 

situation which requires an in-depth knowledge about strategy, and relevant 

information obtained from strategic analysis of the external and the organisation's 

internal environment, as discussed in learning units 3 and 4 as a basis for decision-

making. At this stage, it would be useful to review strategising and the role of 

strategists as discussed in learning unit 2. 

 

Guidelines for answering the above questions are provided here, but you are 

encouraged to supplement these with your own ideas.  

 

(1) You will recall that a first consideration is whether the target market is broad 

or narrow, while the second relates to the most appropriate strategy in the 

specific circumstances. You may argue that Hotel Formula 1 serves a narrow 

market, focusing on people with the need for low-cost, affordable 

accommodation. However, one could also be argued that Hotel Formula 1 

serves a broad market. If we consider that by 2010 there were already 28 

hotels countrywide, the latter appears to be the case. As for the strategy, all 

indications are that a cost leadership strategy is followed. Hotel Formula 1 

essentially competes with the Road Lodge chain of hotels discussed in 

section 7.4.6 below. 
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(2) In responding to this question, refer to section 7.4.2 above, which outlines the 

requirements for as well as the advantages and disadvantages of cost 

leadership strategies. Firstly, the hotels obviously cater for price-sensitive 

customers with low switching costs, and the hotels are cost effective and 

operationally efficient. Secondly, by viewing the list of advantages in this 

section it appears that the hotels benefit from most of these advantages 

because of their cost effectiveness and efficiency, and appear to be expanding 

their market share. However, it could be argued that, despite their cost 

advantages, they are not totally protected from substitute products (other forms 

of low cost accommodation) and from new entrants into this market. They are 

somewhat protected against imitation because of their cocoon concept of room 

design. However, they do not seem to experience any serious disadvantages. 

(3) You will recall that a competitive advantage is basically derived from unique 

resources, and from capabilities and core competencies that cannot easily be 

imitated by competitors. Although not entirely protected, Hotel Formula 1 does 

possess some competitive advantages: the advantageous, functional cocoon 

design, its high-traffic locations, eco-friendly design and construction 

approaches, and operational efficiency. 

7.6.5  Best-cost provider strategy 
This strategy seeks to achieve a lower price than competitors while trying to keep the 

value of the product or service at the same level as competitors, or provide greater 

value at the same price as competitors. Study this section, noting that sources of 

cost advantage could originate from 

 

• market size and economies of scale 

• specialised equipment and facilities 

• the ability to keep overhead costs low 

• the intention to relentlessly pursue exceptional quality 

 

The advantages of a best-cost provider strategy are seen to essentially stem from 

the implications of Porter's five forces model for industry analysis, which we 

discussed in learning unit 3. To recap, the five forces are threats from competitors, 

powerful suppliers, powerful buyers, and the threat of substitute products and new 
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entrants. An organisation that is a cost leader is protected from industry competitors 

by its cost advantage, and is relatively safe as long as it can maintain this advantage 

because low prices are important for consumers. Differentiation strategies will be 

successful when the variety of products offered meets customer needs better than 

those of competitors in a sustainable way. As stated above, the distinguishing 

feature of a best-cost provider strategy is that it uniquely combines low cost and 

differentiation, while maintaining quality and providing good value at a reasonable 

price compared to competitors. Toyota's Lexus is a case in point.  

 

The disadvantages of a hybrid best-cost provider could result from not being aware 

of a changing competitive industry environment, and the risk that the cost leadership 

and/or differentiation features that underlie this strategy do not measure up to market 

expectations, leaving this strategy "stuck in the middle", and therefore uncompetitive. 

 

7.6.6  Combining business level strategies 
Organisations often use a combination of business level strategies to serve different 

market segments in the same industry or industry sector. In this section in the 

prescribed book, study the example of how Unilever positions its strategies 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Activity 7.3 
 
City Lodge 
City Lodge Limited is an excellent example of organisations catering for different 

market segments in the same industry sector. With the emphasis on quality 

accommodation, homely ambience, efficient and friendly service, the group was 

established in 1986, and has since grown, diversified its product offering, was listed 

on the Johannesburg Securities Exchange (JSE) in November 1992, and continues 

to be a success story. The group now comprises the upmarket Fairview Hotels in 

Nairobi, Kenya, and in South Africa, the upmarket Courtyard Suite Hotels, the 

original City Lodge chain at the next level, the affordable Town Lodge chain and, 

aimed at budget-conscious travellers, the Road Lodge chain. By 2014 there were six 
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Courtyard hotels, 15 City Lodges, 12 Town Lodges (including one in Botswana and 

one in Kenya), and 21 Road Lodges. With reference to their operations in South 

Africa, City Lodge Limited successfully serves four distinctly different market 

segments, if one attempts to distinguish between City Lodge and Town Lodge, and 

thus deploys a combination of strategies in the hospitality industry (adapted from: 

http://www.citylodge.co.za). 

 

Questions 
(1) What competitive business level strategies is City Lodge Limited pursuing in 

its various market segments? 

(2) In your opinion, are the strategies pursued by City Lodge Limited in line with 

its strategic direction? Give reasons for your answer. 

 

Source: Adapted from Louw and Venter (2010:305-306);  http://www.citylodge.co.za. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 
Feedback 
City Lodge Limited provides an interesting and challenging strategy scenario. Its 

Courtyard Hotels offer an exclusive and gracious alternative to ordinary hotels, 

serving an exclusive customer segment and pursuing a relatively focused 

differentiation strategy. While the market for City Lodge and Town Lodge hotels is 

relatively broader, they offer good value at highly competitive prices, essentially 

following a best-cost provider strategy. However, while some might argue that Town 

Lodge is somewhat different from the City Lodge segment and could be regarded as 

pursuing a cost leadership strategy, it differs significantly from the Road Lodge 

segment, and is therefore grouped together with City Lodge. Road Lodges cater for 

a broad market segment, with a no-frills, low-cost value for money approach. They 

therefore apply a cost leadership strategy, with Hotel Formula 1 as a major 

competitor in this specific market segment. Given the success of the group for the 

past 30 years, it appears that their strategies are in line with their strategic direction 

in terms of vision, mission and long-term objectives. However, it would be useful to 

http://www.citylodge.co.za/
http://www.citylodge.co.za/
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access the group's website for information on their overall strategic positioning and 

performance as, inter alia, contained in the group's annual report. <end feedback> 
Bear in mind that there are often no clear-cut answers to strategy issues. As in this 

case of City Lodge Limited, for example, the success of the various strategies could, 

apart from external environmental factors, be influenced by the way in which the 

market has been segmented, and how customers perceive the four accommodation 

options in satisfying their specific needs. However, the guidelines in this module 

should provide a useful frame of reference. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Reflection 
From our discussions it should be clear that the type of product that customers need, 

and what they would be willing to pay for, largely dictate the appropriate strategy 

option to adopt − the obvious strategy for customers who need a basic, no-frills 

product at a reasonable and affordable price is cost leadership if the market is large, 

whereas a focus cost leadership strategy is required in a niche market. Clearly, it 

would make no sense in this instance to have a range of differentiated products that 

customers do not need and are definitely not willing to pay for. The same reasoning 

would apply to an organisation that provides an undifferentiated standard product for 

customers who wish to choose between differentiated products with unique features 

for which they are willing to pay. Standardised, low-cost, undifferentiated products 

using a cost leadership strategy would therefore hardly be successful in a situation 

like this. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

7.6.7  Internal growth strategies 
 

 
Apart from their business level strategies, organisations have to formulate marketing 

strategies in support of their generic competitive strategies. These market growth or 

internal growth strategies include market penetration, market development and 

product development, which are explained in section 9.2.1 in the prescribed book. 
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• Market penetration. The aim of this strategic option is to increase market share 

by selling more of the organisation's existing products and services in its 

existing markets (see the examples provided in the prescribed book). 

 

• Market development. The purpose of this strategy is to sell the organisation's 

existing products in new markets, as explained in the prescribed book. 

 

• Product development. The purpose of this strategy is to sell the organisation's 

new products and services in its existing markets. 

 

Marketing strategies are formulated at the tactical or functional organisational level, 

and must support the organisation's overall strategies. Refer back to the Woolworths 

example on the above-mentioned strategic initiatives. 

 

In this section we discussed the five strategy options available at business level and 

their characteristics and appropriateness in different business settings. We also 

indicated that organisations often use a combination of strategies to compete in the 

same industry. 

 

7.7  Evaluating business level strategies  
 

 
Once a number of feasible strategy options have been formulated, these strategy 

options have to be evaluated, and the most appropriate strategy or combination of 

strategies selected for implementation, as dealt with in the module on strategy 

implementation. Strategies can be evaluated in terms of their suitability, acceptability 

and feasibility as explained in section 9.4 in the prescribed book. 

 

• Suitability.  This is the degree to which an organisation's strategy deploys its 

core competencies to exploit external opportunities and overcome external 

threats and internal weaknesses. Methods that are available to test suitability 
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include SWOT analysis, the five forces industry analysis, and scenario analysis 

and planning.  

 

• Acceptability. This requirement relates to the ability of the strategy to produce 

the expected results over both the short and the long term in line with 

stakeholder expectations. It also considers the evaluation of factors such as 

benefits, risks and stakeholder reactions. Sensitivity analysis, financial analysis 

and break-even analysis, inter alia, can be used to assess acceptability. 

 

• Feasibility. Feasibility implies that the organisation is capable of executing the 

strategy. The following questions need to be answered: 

- Can the strategy achieve the set objectives? 

- Can the strategy be implemented effectively and efficiently? 

- Are the required resources and capabilities available for implementation of 

the strategy? 

 

For the feasibility measure, the organisation’s financial and human resources 

as well as resource integration need to be evaluated. 

 

Once formulated, strategies need to be evaluated according to the above-

mentioned measures discussed in this section if they are to be deemed "fit for 

purpose". This section in the prescribed book provides a number of relevant 

examples in this regard. 

7.8  Alternative strategic options 
 

 
Apart from their corporate or business level strategies, organisations can also adopt 

alternative strategies or strategic options to achieve their strategic objectives. In 

chapter 9 in the prescribed book, the following alternative strategies are discussed in 

sections 9.2.3 and 9.2.4: strategic alliances, joint ventures, and turnaround and exit 

strategies. While outsourcing as an alternative strategic option is not dealt with in the 
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prescribed book, we include it here because of its growing importance for local as 

well as international organisations.  

 

• Strategic alliances. Strategic alliances are formal agreements between two or 

more organisations to work together in predetermined areas to share resources, 

distribution channels and systems, such as code sharing in airline reservation 

systems. While the purpose is to share costs and risks, alliance agreements 

typically make provision for the responsibilities of each alliance partner and how 

the alliance should be managed. Alliance agreements normally have a limited 

duration, no ownership ties and can be terminated by mutual agreement 

between the relevant parties. 

 

• Joint ventures. A joint venture between two organisations involves a new, legally 

formalised entity that is formed by joint equity ownership on a predetermined 

basis. The purpose, as in strategic alliances, is to cooperate in strategically 

important areas, to share costs and risks and to share control. Joint ventures are 

legal entities, and as such they are permanent until such time that management 

decide to dissolve the entity. 

 

• Turnaround and exit strategies. For various reasons, some organisations may 

perform poorly over extended periods of time, with no or few prospects for 

growth. Survival then becomes the main objective, and failing that, exiting the 

industry is the only other option. Study the turnaround options discussed in this 

section in the prescribed book with reference to the case study, “South African 

Airways' turnaround strategy”. Turnaround expertise is often required, and apart 

from cost cutting and reducing noncore assets, divestiture could be a viable 

strategy in such a case. As mentioned above if all else fails, an exit strategy 

should be adopted. 

 

• Outsourcing. Outsourcing involves a conscious decision by an organisation not 

to perform certain value chain activities internally but instead to contract them 

out to outside specialists (McIvor 2008:24-34). By outsourcing certain value 

chain activities, organisations could derive benefits in the following ways: 
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(1) Activities can be performed more efficiently or more cheaply by outside 

experts. 

(2) The outsourced activity is not critical for the organisation to gain a 

competitive advantage and will not adversely affect the organisation's core 

competencies. 

(3) Outsourcing provides opportunities for improving organisational flexibility 

and time-to-market. 

(4) It reduces the organisation's risk exposure to changing technologies and 

consumer preferences. 

(5) It allows the organisation to concentrate on its core business, leverage its 

competencies and concentrate its efforts on what it does best (Thompson 

et al 2012:235-236). 

 

However, outsourcing also has inherent risks which include the following: 

(1) Outsourcing the wrong kinds of activities that could adversely affect an 

organisation's own capabilities 

(2) Outsourcing certain activities may weaken the organisation's ability to develop 

innovative new products 

(3) There may be a lack of direct control over outside parties as far as quality and 

meeting deadlines are concerned. 

 

Given that the above risks can be managed and that the benefits of outsourcing far 

outweigh these potential risks, in recent times, outsourcing has become important 

from a strategic perspective (Thompson et al 2012:236). 

 

7.9  Summary 
The discussion in this learning unit focused on the choice of viable generic 

competitive business level strategies and concludes this module. In the course of 

this module, we explored the relevant concepts, approaches and methodologies 

relating to sustainable strategic management in general, and strategy formulation or 

strategic planning in particular, which are crucial for survival of organisations in the 

extremely dynamic and competitive business world of today. The other two important 

phases of a comprehensive, integrated strategic management approach, namely 
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strategy execution, and strategy review and control are addressed in the module on 

strategy implementation. 

 

7.10  Discussion questions 
(1) What is the relationship between the hierarchical levels of an organisation, 

levels of strategy and levels of decision making in organisations? How 

important are these relationships in strategy formulation? 

(2) Why are long-term objectives essential in the choice of competitive business 

level strategies? 

(3) What are the main differences between cost leadership and differentiation 

strategies? 

(4) What would be the implications of adopting a differentiation strategy for a 

standardised, mass-produced low-cost product? From the organisation's 

perspective? From the customer's perspective? 

(5) Why do strategies need to be evaluated? 
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